Synthesis of Pt nanopetals on highly ordered silicon nanocones for enhanced methanol electrooxidation activity.
Platinum (Pt) nanopetals were electrodeposited on highly ordered silicon nanocones (SiNCs) and explored as the electrocatalyst for methanol oxidation reaction (MOR) for direct methanol fuel cells applications. Highly ordered SiNCs array fabricated using the porous anodic aluminum oxide as the template had a high surface area. Well-dispersed Pt nanopetals possessing high electrocatalytic surface area was synthesized by pulse-electrodeposition on the SiNCs. Pt nanopetals loaded on highly ordered SiNC support exhibited very good catalytic activity for MOR and a high tolerance against CO poisoning, as compared to Pt nanoflowers/flat Si, Pt nanoparticles/flat Si, and many previously reported works. The abundance of a large surface area for facile transport of methanol, SiO(2) sites in the vicinity of the SiNCs, as well as less contact area between the Pt nanopetals catalyst and SiNCs are suggested to be the major factors enhancing the electrocatalytic performance of the Pt nanopetal/SiNC electrode. Moreover, we believe this new nanostructure (Pt nanopetals/SiNCs) will enable many new advances in nanotechnology.